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New Knowledge has long been the hallmark of scholarly work. This requires, of necessity, abandoning goal oriented deterministic 
notions of searching. Subject searches and known item searches and classification schemes are of little use for they are founded on 
what is known. One cannot walk into a library or log into a search engine and ask for “That new model we are trying to develop” or 
even for “Those documents that would catalyze ideas spinning about in our head into a unique solution of this intractable problem.” 
 
Introduction 
 
One of the habits of thinking, one of the habits of expertise of scholars is browsing. (INTREX, Overhage 
& Harman, 1965) Browsing is a means of supporting creativity; it is one of the tools that supports stepping 
outside the norm, bringing together disparate and even seemingly incompatible constructs, testing them, 
playing with them, and determining if they work. We note that the Ph.D. – one of the primary makers of 
training for scholarship - is awarded for demonstration of synthesis and creativity, not merely the mastery 
(master’s degree) of somebody of knowledge. In our matrix, Figure2, dealing with public knowledge to 
answer questions of the sort “what is known that will help me accomplish X?” takes place in the upper left 
quadrant and scholarly creative work in the lower right(O’Connor, 2008). 
 

Figure2: Maron, Levien, O’Connor Matrix of Question 
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We had for some time used complexity as a metaphor to explain scholarly browsing as purposely leaving 
“stasis” and hoping not to become lost in “chaos” enter the zone of complexity where small changes to 
initial conditions might result in useful, functional encounters – “shaking up the knowledge store” 
(INTREX, Overhage & Harman, 1965). 
Here we model scholarly browsing, laying a foundation with earlier work on browsing, presenting a 
metaphor, and proposing an instantiation of that metaphor to aid scholarly browsing. Here browsing is 
searching with no known target, only a known outcome – resolution of the problem. 
 
Modeling and assumptions 
 
We make some simplifying assumptions: 1) we are modeling, for now, browsing in physical stacks; 2) the 
stacks are in a large research library; the browsers are Ph.D. students or tenure track faculty charged with 
generating new knowledge. We also offer a model of browsers and documents as the same sort of entity. 
We assert that the question driving any seeker of information is a representation of the seeker’s situational 
knowledge state (SKS) and that each document in a searchable collection is a 
representation of the situational knowledge state of its author. Ordinarily the topical or subject aspects of 
the description of the seeker SKS and of each author SKS is primary and other descriptive elements may 
help to determine functional relevance – age of publication, reputation of author, reputation of publisher, 
reviews, etc. The situational knowledge state of the browser loosens the primacy of the topical component, 
essentially inverting the more common seeking model. 
 
We can model the knowledge states as arrays, with each cell holding a descriptive element. These are 
generally topical but might be anything that would ‘catch the eye’ of a seeker – publisher name, color of 
binding, undergraduate school of author, indeed anything that is observable about the document cover and 
contents(O’Connor,2008). 

 
Figure 2: Matrixes presenting topics and documents. 

 
 

 
 
 
Elementary category theory tells us members of a class share defining attributes. So a search can be seen 
as identifying that class that contains the seeker KS and one or more author KS (documents) by means of a 
similarity measure, then using the content of document array cells to fill in the empty cell in the seeker 
array. Card catalogues, online catalogues, classification schemes, and book covers sustain this model for 
many seekers, even if not as fully as might sometimes be helpful. 
 
Change of locus of representation 
 
Because scholarly creativity hinges on what is not yet known, topical descriptors are of little use – until 
some document is selected for evaluation for fitness to the problem at hand – non-topical or extra-topical 
descriptors are likely to be of more use. It could be argued that a scholar engaged in browsing would be 
well served by entering the stacks, reading the first document, determining its utility, then determining if 
the search should move on to the second document, then the third, and so 
on until the catalyzing document has been found. A major academic research library will have some 
millions of documents – more than is feasible for this approach. 
 
Since there is not enough time to cover the entire possible solution space, some form of sampling becomes 
necessary, perhaps even layers of types of sampling. One could park one’s car near campus, note the 
numbers and letters on a neighboring license plate, walk to the library, go to that part of the stacks labeled 
with the letters or numbers from the license plate, then examine books for a certain amount of time. At 
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that point, the sampling method changes. The eye is caught by the odd title, the 
smell of the binding glue, the author’s name that is the same as the browser’s mother, etc; then searching 
the index, examining the forward, flipping through illustrations – all the while holding these elements in 
close but loose analytic scrutiny. 
 
Returning to our array model, we can say that the scholarly browser is going about the task of finding a 
class of documents that also includes the browser, then trying to fill in empty cells. 
 
Complexity is a notion arising from problems in deterministic systems; it is variously defined in several 
fields by varying authors, but in each case has the meaning of the “messy” zone between stasis and chaos. 
For our purposes, we use an inverse power law rather than an exponential foundation.  
 
Since no library could be perfectly organized to answer every question, especially about scholarly 
browsing, the complex system in which we are interested has an intermediate condition between a 
perfectly ordered and a chaotic network. Mathematically, formulating a chaotic or very well-ordered 
library is numerically and easily possible. The result is deterministic, however, so we follow a less 
common mathematical path to modeling the interactions of the two systems – browser knowledge 
state and author knowledge state – as a complex system with less predictable outcomes.  
 
These two systems are supposed to interact and then share information with each other. The final objective 
is to maximize the exchanged information between the two systems. Complexity matching is a way that 
can maximize the exchanged information between two different complex systems (Mahmoodi et al,2018). 
There are some mathematical steps that must be accomplished to show that our systems are a kind of 
complex systems - intermediate complexity. Since complexity is considered nondeterministic, some 
probabilistic approaches are based on ‘named event’. In general, these are some remarkable changes in the 
normal trends of system. Crucial events are such events that are different from whatever that has occurred 
earlier in the system, such as the blank rows in the one column matrixes (Bohara et al, 2017).  
 
Having established the crucial events of our system, we can maximize the information exchanged between 
the Knowledge states of browsers and the available documents in library. Providing these theoretical 
approaches can gives ideas to the librarians about the times that maximum information can be exchanged 
between the user and the documents. Subsequently, they can be the foundation for digital tools assisting 
scholars as they browse. 
 
Knowledge creation often requires piecing together two or more things nobody has pieced together before. 
Finding and evaluating such pieces depends on deep understanding and simultaneous stepping outside the 
norms that that no longer suffice – to be on one’s own seeking in unknown territory, willing to entertain 
all sorts of new combinations. Browsing has long been the tool for accomplishing this delicate balance of 
given knowledge and novelty. Careful modeling of browsing may thus enhance knowledge creation. 
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